
[In-between things. Incidents] 
 
[Eva Raschpichler`s drawings, collages, slide projections, photographs and videos are in-
between things created by incidents induced by her.] 
 
In his critical writings on the Salon de 1763, Denis Diderot treats Jean Siméon Chardin`s still 
life La Raie in a completely diffenrent manner tot he sentimental genre scenes of Jean 
Baptiste Greuze. 1 Instead oft he ekphrastic revelation which Diderot puruues tot he point of 
sarcastic exposure with respect tot he subject matter of some of Greuze`s idylls, he chooses 
to express his admiration for Chardin`s „mute compositions“ only in sparse comments 
signifiantly regarding not the subject but the style oft he painting 2- „To view the paintings of 
Chardin, I only need the eyes given to me by nature, and use them well“ 1 – because: „one 
does not understand this magic at all. Here are thick layers of paint applied on top of one 
another, whoose effect penetrates the surface from underneath. In other cases we would like 
to suggest that a finde haze has settled onto the canvas, and on onother occasion that a light 
foam has been sprayed onto it. [...] Take a step closer: everything becomes blurred, flat, and 
disappears. Take a step back: everything recreated and regenerates itself“ 4. 
 
„This magic“ that is experienced by viewing Chardin`s painting is difficult to pinpoint 
rationally; it prevails upon Diderot to abstain from further description, because it happens, it 
is fleeting, it is simultaneous, it ist he moment, it is – perception. 
 
[Raschpichler`s works have their origins in the penetrating observation oft he things, oft he 
materials and the media which she uses and whose latent proporties and possibilities she 
brings out in experimental variations.] 
 
Perception is like aghost, and it lies in the nature of ghosts that they allow thei presence tob 
e seen only at very specific moments – naely only when something draws attention tot hem 
and one is open to their acceptance. 
 
[She presents her influence on material and medium in various ways as small „incidents“, 
minor interventions or gestures. Raschpichlers work reveal a moment of an out oft he 
ordinary vision.] 
 
Common sense, according to Henri Bergson, is designed in such a way that our 
enviromement is registrated only in a limited way and in terms of what interests us. For 
Bergson, human perception in everyday situations is comparable to a kind of mirror 
appearance. The objects do not reflect their „real action, but merely „their virtual influence oft 
he living being upon them“  5. We thus learn little about the world in itself, rather our picture of 
things or our perceptions of things is formed in accordance with our own intentions and 
actions. There ist he possibility, nevertheless, of an enlarged perception by perceiving only 
„in ordert o perceive – for nothing, fort he pleasure of doing so“, which gains us „a much 
more direct vision of reality“  6 – a quality that Bergson attributes tot he arts. In the context oft 
he arts, however, it ist he very mirror appearence that is a reflection ofthe medieum, and 
throught this, reflection on the medium, in other words, enlarged perception. 
 
[The Lower The Sun, 2009, photograph] 
 
 



The reflection – first in ist physical, and then in ist intellectual form – Ennebles perception to 
appear as a ghost that haunts us. Up until the late 18th century, lexica defined the Latin word 
„spectrum“ as „ghost“, deriving this from the word „speco“ or „specio“ – „I see“ 7.In the dis-
course on ghosts ot the same century the German word „Gespenst“ (ghost) has been de-
rived from „Spannen“ (to tighten), but even here in an effort to connect the etymology oft he 
word tot he act of seeing: „ beacause throught this it feels as if the eyes have been covered 
in a blue mist, tightened and masked“ 8. 
 
[C`est Moi, 2002, video, 0:30min] 
 
The ghost is a reflection of our own gaze, and thus, at the same time, it isa reflection oft he 
fleeting direct moment of this gaze, which makes us aware oft he time as duration, as 
Bergson would put it. The ghost ist he misty touch oft he warm breath that records ist own 
ephemeral appearance on a cold window pane, oonly to evaporate again almost 
immediately. 
 
[Zwischending und Fall, 2004, video, 3:15 min] 
 
The ghost is a paradoxical apparition of perception. It is an inbetween thing on the border 
separating two dimensions of perception. 
 
[Untitled, 2006, pencil on paper] 
 
[Eva Raschpichler`s works are not abstract, and yet throught the overlaying of fundamentally 
different concepts, such as form or lack of form or non-form, they evade any arrangement 
into categories and thus avoid any linguistic description. The geometrical (rational) structure 
that is present in Raschpichler`s works merely as indefinable, vague space coordinates is 
continually overhauled by a subjective, temporal experience oft he space, and thus the 
shape becomes smuggled, liquefied and evaporates turning into coloir and scribbling, the 
contour dissappears in a haze of light. The process, the gesture, but also the induces 
incident which produce these non-shapes, these „in-between things“, are experienced as a 
length of time, not as a movement, and ultimatly reflect the fleeting and incommensurate 
suality of perception.] 
 
The ghost cannot be described, it shies away from language. Because as an inbetween thing 
it always lies beween two possiblities, between two categories – but belongs of neither oft 
hem. For this reoson this ghost of perception is not a concept, „receding and vanishing 
image“ 9, it is an intuition that emerges all of a sudden from the perception of things. The latin 
word „intueor“ means „to behold“, „look at“, „view“, „to keep an eye on something“ to focus on 
something“  10. The penetrating gaze, even with the ancient Greeks, was considred one oft he 
most significant means to understandeing the world.  
 
[Eva Raschpichler`s works are such ghosts; they are nourished by the light of videion and 
strive to become light once again. Intuition becomes drwing, the drawing becomes a photo-
graph, the photograph truly becomes a draing with light, which is then completly dematerial-
ised again as a slide projection.] 
 
What is contemplated exists on account of it being looked at. 11 



specto – 1. to see, look at, view; 2. to look at, watch or witness a spectacle; 3. to look on with 
admiration; 4. to view critically, test, examine; 5. (transferred to abstract subjects) to look for 
something, to expect something, to tend towards, to show consideration for something; 6. to 
judge, to sample. 1

12 
 
video, vidi, visum (Sanskrit veda – I know; Old High German wizzan – wissen [to know] – 1. 
to see, to have sight; 2. to have vision and recognise objects by means of vision; 3. to see 
clearly, have brigt eyes; 4. to behold, catch sight of; 5. Observe; 6. Live, experience; 7. See-
ing visually by means of the inner senses, to perceive, notice, realise, comprehend,; 8. to see 
visually with the mind, spirit, etc, to catch the eye, take into consideration, to contemplate. 

13 
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